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Ben Krish of Grade 3 -the prodigy- was selected from his category in Kerala for the
karate competition and received an invitation from Japan, for which he won 3rd place.
His name is now registered to participate in the Olympics when he’s 14. He then went
for his Black Belt and KAI exam, and passed them both. He is now a Black Belt 1st
year degree (Dan 1st) and a KAI 2nd year degree (NI-Dan).

LUMINARY SPEAKER

Parthan Mohan
Parthan Mohan a Malayalam Film
Director and Producer took time off
his busy schedule to come and talk to
the 11th and 12th Graders about
Branding, and the Influence of
Branding in the Modern World.

A Home Away
From Home

H OS TE L F OR MA L DINNE R
We the hostellers had a formal dinner night on 25th January
2019 which turned out to be a very good experience. That
was the day where we dress up in our classy formals and
attend the dinner set up by the management. It can also be
called a lesson for us because on that day we learned how
to use cutlery and behave at a formal occasion. The evening
started with an assembly with the theme of republic day. The
hostellers conducted the assembly very beautifully. They
had organized a band and a dance for the assembly in the
limited time they were given. The chief guests were Ms.
Sapnu George our executive director and Ms. Rema Pillai
our section head. They enjoyed the program and
congratulated us on the event. After the program we
proceeded to the mess hall for dinner. The mess hall was
set up in excellent finesse and class. A proper set of cutlery
along with a printed menu was provided. We were very
excited. The dinner was a 4 course meal where we had soup
first followed by bread, the main course and then dessert. It
was a great experience for all the hostel students. We hope
that this event will take place in the years to come.
Salvino – 11DP

PYP Sports day
The PYP Sports Day was held on 19th
January 2019, and was a resounding
success. Students from all houses put in
their best efforts for their house. Agni
house emerged as the Overall Champions
of the Sports Day. In the end, it wasn’t the
medals that mattered, but in fact the
competitive spirit and desire that had been
showcased throughout the day.

Swimming gala
The annual swimming gala was held on Jan
28th and it was a huge success as students
showcased their rigor and passion in
swimming. The students showed their
house spirit by trying their best to
contribute as much as they could to raise
their house points and attain the first
position..
However, Prithvi house emerged victorious
amongst all houses.

